AP EMISSIONS – EMISSIONS CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE EXHAUST SYSTEMS

Our portfolio of well-known brands is strategically built so our distributors can deliver the aftermarket exhaust systems that professional technicians and car enthusiasts trust. Our vertically integrated supply chain and focus on new part introduction means more parts to market, faster than our competitors.

AP EMISSIONS

AP Emissions has been serving the exhaust aftermarket for more than 90 years offering comprehensive coverage. We deliver best-in-class catalytic converters, mufflers, exhaust pipes, hardware and much more.

ANSA

ANSA offers durable, high-quality factory replacement products for import vehicles.

DIESELTECH & DURAFIT

DieselTech and DuraFit both offer an extensive line of exact-fit replacement parts for an extensive range of light- to heavy-duty diesel applications, and a complete aftertreatment program of leading diesel particulate filters (DPFs) and diesel oxidation catalysts (DOCs).
AP Emissions designs and manufactures “built to fit” parts combining our legacy of coverage and quality with industry-leading innovation, testing and new part introduction. The expertise we’ve acquired over more than 90 years in the business is reflected in the safety, durability and reliability embedded in every product, across all brands. Whether it’s a direct replacement for original equipment or custom modification, our R&D and commitment to the highest quality-controlled manufacturing set the industry standard for aftermarket underbody parts. It’s why we’ve become the first choice of professional installers and the distribution networks that serve them.

ANY-DUTY AFTERMARKET APPLICATION

Our complete line of emissions control and performance exhaust systems covers nearly every aftermarket light- to heavy-duty application, for gasoline- or diesel-fueled vehicles, on or off the road. Of course, we also supply all the accessories needed to install our products right the first time and customer-first technical support.

EASTERN CATALYTIC

Eastern Catalytic manufactures EPA & CARB catalytic converters and converter components for the aftermarket.

CHERRY BOMB

Disturbing the peace since 1968, Cherry Bomb mufflers enhance the sound and performance of vintage and contemporary muscle cars and light trucks.

ARISTO

For nearly three decades, Aristo has designed and developed catalysts and emissions-control technologies for passenger car and heavy-duty markets. We also provide industry-leading emissions control for military vehicles, marine, train and power generation and industrial applications.

YOUR NEXT MOVE?

First, keep in mind that we also offer CATCO, Silverline and Xlerator exhaust and emissions systems. Then, call 1 (800) 277-2787 or visit APemissions.com.